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Day 64

-

Topic:eConfused companion words
·Objective: Students will learn the correct meaning of words
that are often misused in writing.
Materials needed:

words, dictionary, thesaurus.

Outline of activities:
1. Return stories/discuss.
2. Put list of words on board and have students write them on a
piece of paper along with what they believe the meaning to be without the aid of a dictionary or thesaurus.

3. Discuss the words-have students state their meanings) then
write the correct meaning on the board.

4. Remind students that a dictionary and a thesaurus are resources
they should use when writing.

-

Assignment:
Prepare questions for a review session tomorrow.
Evaluation:
Participation in today's discussion of words will be noted.

v.lords:

-

farther-further
anxious-eager
novice-amateur
student-pupil
envelop-envelope
infer-imply
affect-effect
breathe-breath
through-thorough

disinterested-uninterested
libel-liable
advice-advise
compliment-complement
common-mutual
stationery-stationary
desert-dessert
accept-except

emigrate-immigrate
incompetent-incapable
anticipate-expect
aggravate-irritate
bimonthly-semimonthly
comprise-compose
weather-whether
principal-principle
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Day

6~

Topic: Review Day
. Objective: Students will ask questions ans answer questions as a
form of review for the unit test.
Materials needed: text
Outline of activities:

1:

Students will spend the entire class period reviewing for the

test.

(They will begin by asking any questions they have, then I

will ask questions.)
Assignmen t:
Study for the test.
Evaluation:
The review session will show me where students are having
problems and where greater emphasis needs to be placed.

-

-

I~

Day 6~
Topic: Test Day-The language of newswriting
Objective: Students will demonstrate their understanding of the
objectives presented in this unit.
Materials needed: tests
Outline of activities:
1.'.Students will have the entire class time to take the test.
Assignment:
Come prepared to play the current events game-watch and
listen to the news.

Read the paper and news magazines.

Evaluation:
The test will show me if students are able to apply the
principles taught during the unit.

Test: The language of newswriting
Name: ______________________________

-.

1. Define news English.

2. List the basic kinds of inaccuracy that can damage a factual
news story.

3. Why is impersonality-a reporter's not referring to himself/
herself- a valued characteristic of reporting?

4. What is the importance of a style sheet?

5. _List pronouns suitable for newspaper writing.

6. Define the following:
Indirect quotation-

-

Stylebook-

direct quotation-

-- -7. The text had a checklist for names which should be included in

a story.

List 7 of the 10 possibilities.

8. What are the 8 principles in making a sentence work for you?
List and explain.

9. What elements are included in a style sheet?

10. Distinguish between the 2 in the following:
farther-further

advice-advise

compliment-complement

-

stationary-stationery

aggravate-irritate

comprise-compose

bimonthly-semimonthly

affect-effect

principal-principle

-

-

Day 67,
Topic: Current Events Day

-

Objectlve: Students will gain greater awareness of current/news
events.
Materials needed: Current event questions
Outline of activities:
1. Class time will be spent playing the current events game.

There will be 2 or 3 teams-each team will be able to choose from
the following categories:
sports, and entertainment.

international, national, state/.local,
Each category will be assigned varying

point values for various questions.
Assignment:
Read Chapter 15 on Copyreading.
Evaluation:
None.

-

-

Ul

Day 68
Topic: Copyreading
Objective: Students will begin to appreciate the importance of
copyreading.
Materials needed: text, overhead projector
Outline of activities:
1. Return unit test/discuss.
2. Give students spelling list.

3. Put copy of story from 307 on overhead-have students express
their opinions about the copy.

Would they accept this story?

why not? What changes would they make?
4. Discuss the purposes of copyreading.

5. Discuss p. 309-310.
6. Discuss copyreaders' marks on pg. 313.
Assignment:
Do Activity 2 on pg. 310-311

Part 1 and Part 4.

Evaluation:
The exercises will show if students are able to use the
copyreaders' marks properly.

Why-

Spelling

,-

list-~eek

gymnasium
heard
highlight
homemaking
hoping
humorous
illustration
immense
initiated
intramural
judgment
kindergarten
laboratory

-

led
library
literature
loose
lose
loses
losses
mathematics
necessary
nickel
nineteen
occasional
occurred

-

occurrence
offense
opponent

14
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Day 69
Topic: Copyreading

-

Objective: Students will begin to develop their skills as copyreaders.
Materials needed: text, over ead projector
Outline of activities:
1. Go over spelling list.
2. Collect assignment.

3. Begin discussing "Copyrea ing a Story" and the six steps in
copyreading.
4. Discuss Act. 3 and 4 in txt.
5. Put #2 of lesson 48 from

orkbook on overhead for discussion.

Assignment:
Do lesson 47 in workboo.

-

Study for spelling quiz.

No

news quiz tomorrow.
Evaluation:
The exercise will allow students to practice copyreading.
Practice is necessary to dey lop a skill.

-

Name ________________________ Class _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Oate _ _ _ _ _ __

Lesson 48

Chapter 15

-

Improving Organization and Length

1. In addition to analyzing and improving the lead of each story, copyreaders must look at the story

as a whole. One point to consider is whether the story is properly arranged. in most cases in an
inverted'pyramid order. Use copyreaders' marks to rearrange the sentences or paragraphs of the
following story into good inverted-pyramid order.

Student artists are preparing to exhibit works in two art shows during April.
Art students recently competed in a contest among the four county high schools. February 28
and 29 at the ci\'ic auditorium.
The first and more important show will be the Suburban League competition at Southern
Springs High School April 6. Winners will be eligible to enter state competition, says Mr. Roder·
ique Francois. art teacher.
"\Ve hope to he able to show winning entries from the Southern Springs sho\\' at our O\\'n

-

show." Mr. Francois said, "but we can't be sure yet if this will be possible."
T\'"o Central High students, Romona Williams and Teresa Saucke, won second·place certifi·
cates at the count\, show.
The second show will be the Central High School local art show from i to 9 p.m. April 17 in the
school library. Displays of paintings, craft work, and photography will be arranged.

2. Another task of the copyreader is to "boil down" a story submitted by a reporter. either because
the reporter has used too many words or because the space left for the story has been reduced. The
story that begins below contains approximately 235 words. Assume that you have been directed to
reduce it to approximately 140 words. You will have to consider the relati\'e news value of the var·
ious facts. Then. use copyreaders' marks to eliminate words, sentences. ;:tnd perh;:tps even p;:tragr;:tphs.

Band members \\ill present their spring concert at 7:30 p.m. April 20 in the auditorium. The
band is fresh

fl'Ol11

several uther performances.

Selections the band \\,'ill piJ.v fO!· the concert include "Dawdlin'," "J ohnnv'~ Theme," "Fire

-.

and Brimstone." "Theme from the Muppet Sho\\'." "Theme from Ice Casties," and "Theme from
Hill Slreet Blues."

" I <J~5 b\' I'n:nllc.:·Hail, I Ill'.
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Vlrector John

~lurphy

said the band played at Columbinl' Manor April 1. Last Tuesday. banu

members were in \Voodland Park, where they participated with seven other bands in the Suburban League band kstival.

-

In addition to the Central and Woodland Park bands. i\lr. ~lurphy said other schools that par-

(

ticipated were Springfield, Midland, South Shore, Woods County, Palmer Johnson, and Western
Woods. Results of the competition were unavailable at press time.
Mr. Murphy reported that at Woodland Park each band played one selection at the evening
concert. During the afternoon, each band played for an hour as members worked with guest clinicians from Springfield and Lake City.
Selections played by Central at the festival were "Exaltation" and "English Suite."
In coming e\'ents after the spring concert, Mr. Murphy said that the Hollywood State Jazz
Band will present a concert at Central High April 21_ He said it will be during second period and
open to all students.
A week later the State High School Activities Association will sponsor a music contest at the
University of Louisburg. Central High wiII be among the participants_

-

(

-

(
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _------Class _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ __
Lesson 47

Chapter 15

-)

Improving Leads by Copyreading

One of the most important tasks of the copyreader is to be sure that each lead is not only accurate
as to the facts presented in its story but also appears in correct form. The key thought must be emphasized at the beginning, and other needed five Wand one H facts included, while unnecessary details
are left for later paragraphs. Using the proper copyreaders' marks, improve each of the following
leads.
1. Anyone at Central can sign up to learn karate. Karate lessons will begin in April and will continue

indefinitely. They will be given by Mr. Alex Gianakos, a black-belt instructor.
2. A "fun and educational" trip is being planned by the International Relations Club. They are going
to visit Santa Fe, New Mexico, and will be leaving next Thursday. They are using funds the club has

earned from various money-raising activities.
3. Central High was permitted to enter only 30 works in the annual Suburban League art show. Barbara Dominguez, sophomore. won "Best of Show" in the competition. She will now be eligible to

-

continue into state competition.
4. Tennis team members are looking at a rather short season because not many other schools in the
Suburban League have tennis teams. They had their first match of the season at Falls Valley last
Friday. They beat Falls Valley in five of seven matches.
5. The rainy season has created several leaks in the roof of the academic building. The school department has arranged with Simpson Consolidated Contractors to repair the roof at a cost of 5260.000.
The work is to be finished by "lav I.
6. Some people spent their summer flipping burgers at local drive-ins and attending social functio:'1s.
Other teen<igers spent it building fences. clearing trails. and fighting fires at Youth Consenatiol'i
Camps across the state. YC.C is a bummer program designed to gi\'e young people employment and
appreciation of conservation.

-

7.

EI~\'en

p\;'n<.'rs are needed for a tield hockey team, but only 13 have turned out for practice ..-\ lack

of participation is hurting thL' team. says Coach Jill Lombardi. The team plays its first game against
South

Ri\"\.~r

today at 4 p.m .

..:, 1985 b,· Prenlln··H;tll. Inc.
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8. The conSUlllcr economics program is designed to give studl..'nh ~()Illl' practical skill~ ill Illonc\'
managclllcnt and consume]' purchasing, according to Mrs, Elsa Slllith, Amcrican gO\'crnlllcnt

-

teacher. An 18-week pilot program in consumer economics begins today in Mrs. Smith's classes.

(

9, Ms, Kathy O'DonneIl, sponsor of the Future Homemakers of America club, announced loda~' that
calendars with notepads arc being sold b~' FHA members, Thc:. will be sold during lunch hours in
the school lobby and in the activities are~. Ms, O'Donnell sa~'s, -"The calendars arc yen' popular
and very attractive,"
10. On NO\'ember 12 and again on Janua,ry 28, teachers

will gather for in-service meetings about

"Energy and the Human Environment," Superintendent Clegg Giorno announced toda\' in a letter
to all teachers. He added that the purpose of the program is to make all school personnel more
energy-conscious.

-

(

-

(
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Day 70
Topic: Copyreading

-

Objective: Students will continue to develop their copyreading
skills.
Materials needed: text
Outline of activities:
1. Give spelling quiz/exchange to grade.
2. Put examples on the board from yesterday's assignment.
3. Continue to discuss "Copyreading a Story" p. 316-322.
4. Explain that libel will be discussed in more detail in the
law unit.

5. Do Activity 5 and 6 as a class.
6., Give assignment.

Assi5nment:

-

Do Activity 7 on pg. 322 part 1 and 2.
Evaluation:
Again, practice helps students develop their copyreading
skills.

Participation in class discussion and class exercises

will be noted.

-
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Day 71
Topic: Copyreading
Objective: Students will continue to develop copyreading skills.
Materials needed: text, overhead projector, exercises
Outline of activities:
1. Put students' assignments (Act. 7) on the board.

Discuss

the corrections.
2. Finish discussing the chapter (Reviewing the chapter checklist).

3. Have students copy edit-Practice A (turn in at the end of class).
Assignment:
Story Assignment:
and/or faculty.

Sadie Hawkins Dance-Interview students

Write a 3 page story which focuses on the reactions

of individuals toward the idea of the reversal of the traditional
procedure of males asking females out.

Due Wednesday.

Remember everything you have learned about constructing
a news story.
Evaluation:
The story will give students the opportunity to write.

It

also will provide students with the first opportunity to edit
their peers work.

I will take into

covered when grading the story.

c~nsideration

all objectives

· ; ':

. . "~

-

.

"

.~

.

~ :-

Editing !r=a::-:;ice
Practice .1-..
Edit the followmg story, smoothing and tightening sentences
and eliminating spelling, grammatical, word-usage, style, and any
other obVlous errors. For style, use your publication's style 'Dook or
Appendix B. V;rnen you finish, compare your edited story with those
of others.
Three jUIt.:.ors and three sophomores will campaign nex:. week
for four seats on the Student council. The winnners will serve the

Practice

:r

Edit the 1
and elimma':.l
other O'DVlOU~
Appendix E. \
of others.

The schol

whether to e1
bu':. reached. r

Student. d

rest of the yee.: ar:.d until new elections next October.

Joarma}
The three Juniors are Merilee O'Toole, Lyle Van Dyke, and Gregory Hofstadter. The sophmores are Angela Black, Luigi Farrmi, and
Renata Wolseley.
The election will be held from 3 to five p. m. next Friday. October 12 in roorr.. 112. Each voter must show an identification card.

-

Ballotts will be counted as soon as the poles close and it is expected

said students

they can affo:

chips, pretsel

But Gera

(SUJF) said t

of students a:

the results will be available by six P.M.
The boar
Campairu..'lg is lunited to the five days before election. No
posters may be posted in the school but leeflets are allowed.
The electlOns for student council usually brings out about 50
percent of the student body.

said she was
tion, and stoI
arsenic appe;
food that has
Glenn Le
are "grossly
potato chips.
els and I mu:
The rest
until membe
next meetint:
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Day 72
Topic:

Copyreading

Objective: Students will practice their editing skills.
Materials needed:

text, exercises, overhead projector

Outline of activities:
1. Put Practice A on the overhead projector/ discuss

(Use student

examples without names).
2. Have students do Practice B.
3. Put Practice B on the overhead-copy edit as a class.
Assignment:
<
Have stories ready tomorrow.
typing them.

Class time will be devoted to

Due at the end of class.

Evaluation:
Participation in class discussion will be noted.

Practice

:a

Edit the following story, smoothing and tightening sentences
and eliminating spelling, grammatical, word-usage, style, and any
other obvious errors. For style, use your publication's style book or
Appendix B. 1iVhen you flIlish, compare your edited story with those
of others. '

sentences
e, and any
~le book or
r with those

The school board Tuesday night debated for forty-Ilve minutes
whether to eliminate "junk food" vending machines in the school.

next week

but reached no decision.

1 serve the

Student delegations argued on both sides of the issue.
Joanna Hildreth, representing Thank God for Jur..k Food (TGFF'l

:e. and Greg-

said st"-rdem:s should be allowed "to eat what they ,'rant and what

Farrmi, and

r,

-

.

they can arford" and that machines should have potaL-oe chips, corn
chips. pretsels, candy and other sweet and caloric foods .

)cto-

But Gerald Grunwald, speaking for Save Us from Junk Food

ation card.

(SUJF'l said the board is partly responsible for the health and safety

.t is expected

of students and should eliminate foods that are not wholesome.
The board split about the same way. Mrs. Desdemona Fraser

)n. No

said she was concerned about smoking, air pollution, water pollu-

)wed.
t

tion, and stomach pollution. "We would be horrified if tiny bits of

about 50

arsenic appeared in cafeteria food, She said, yet we have been selling
food that has the effect of poisoning students."
Glenn Lenz. another board member said the

per~s

of junk food

are "grossly exaggered." "I've eaten probably a hunced pounds of
potato chips. a thousand candy bars. and maybe 50 P G:lnds of pretels and I must be as healthy as anyone my age." He

IS

52.

The rest of the board spoke for or against ousting the machines
until member

-

~.1artha

Hillegas motioned to defer

~:r~e

lssue until the

next meeti..."';.g and :he motion was approved.
PermlS51cn to C.Jpy ::.15 page IS hereby granted,
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Day 73
Topic: Copyreading/preparing a story
Objective: Students will type their stories in preparation of
a copy editing exercise.
Materials needed: text, typewriters
Outline of activities:
1. Students will have the class time to type their stories about
the Sadie Hawkins Dance.
2. Give assignment.

3. Collect stories.
Assignment:
Copy edit Practice C- be prepared to discuss.
Evaluation:
I will observe the students typing and their seriousness in
completing the assignment. (Students must turn in the assignment
at the end of class.)

-

Practice D

Practice C
Ed.l: :he following story, smoothing and tightening sentences and
elimina::ng spelling, grammatical, word-usage. style, and any other
obvious e:orors. For style, use your publication's style book or Appendix
B. Whe:: you finis::l, compare your edited story with those of others.

Edit the fc
eliminating S]
o'ovious error~
B. Vrhen you f

The Sophmore class will hold a glass and scrap paper drive Satur-

Laura Pet

day. It. ,·.....;..11 be held on the school parking lot from 9 to 4.

in "Arsonic ar

ory Auditorm:

Tne committee in charge. heading by Barbra Knopf, will have a
dump t:'"..lck fo:' ttle glass collection and a large trailer for paper.

Laura an,

be:rlend lonel
An elevater divice will be used to lift the glass to the top of the

hihgly unusw

truck . .A:; the glass falls into the truck students will smash bottles with
The part

hanuners.

Roosevelt,
The committee asks that plain and colored glass will be separated
and tha:. all glass be clean. Plain glass is only being collected.
If tJ."le truck is filled the contents will wiegh six tons. The glass will

-

bring S70 a ton. Expenses will be about $125, Barb declared.
The paper wiJl bring $9 a ton. Barb reported that the comittee will
brake even if they collect fifteen tons.
She siad paper donors should tie the paper into about 25 lbs.
bundels.

wi]

toonist of the

dialogue betw

The play'

week and Wee

produced twi(
twenty years

¥iSS Ela}
lot of laughs.

The assis
The supo
Ober, Dan for
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Day 74
Topic: Copyreading
Objective: Students will copy edit their peers' work.
Materials needed: text, copies of stories, overhead projector
Outline of activities:
1. Put Practice C on the overhead projector/ discuss.

2.';Give students a copy of one of their peer's work to copy edit.
(They will place their name on the story they edit- a coded #
will reveal to me whose paper it is.)
3. Collect edited papers.
Assignment:
Prepare for current events game.

There will be a news quiz.

Evaluation:
The exercise will show me how students react to
peers' work.

editin~

I'll observe the students as they copy edit and

will note how serious they take the assignment in attitude and
actual

markin~s.
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Day 75
Topic: Current Events Day
Objective: Students will increase their awareness of current events.
Materials needed:

quiz questions, game questions

Cutline of activities:
1. Give news quiz/exchange to grade.

2. Students will play the current events game (same categories

as before).
Assignment:
Prepare questions for a review day.
Evaluation:
Quiz score will be recorded.

Day 76
Topic: Review Day

-

Objective: Students will review for unit test.
Materials needed: stories, text
Outline of activities:
1. Return stories and those peer graded (names of grader will not
appear) •
2. Discuss papers- How did, you feel grading your friends' papers?
What problems did you have?

How did you feel when you saw the

marks your friend made on your paper?

Do you understand why

they made these marks-the importance-your benefit?

3. Review for the test.
Ass ignme n t.:
Study for unit test (application of concepts major portion).

-

Evaluation:
Participation in discussion will be noted.
be able to

ope~ly

Students will

express their feelings and will hopefully

appreciate the importance of copy editing by experiencing both sides,
the copyreader and writer.

-
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Day 77

-.

Topic: Test Day
Objective: Students will demonstrate their understanding of
the concepts taught in this unit.
Materials needed: text, tests
Outline of activities:
1. Students will have the entire class time to take the test.

Assignment:
Read Chapter 3-pg. 48-65.
Evaluation:
Another test score will be recorded.

The test will demonstrate

whether greater emphasis needs to be placed on copyreading.

-

Test-copyreading
Name: ____________________________

-

1•

Define the following:

copyreading-

clean copy-

2. What are the six steps of copyreading?

3. Which of the six steps would be most difficult to carry out?

-.

Why?

4. What are the main purposes of copyreading?

5.

What skills are needed to be a good copyreader?

What kind

of knowledge should a copyreader have?

-

6.

What do you feel is the most important duty of a copyreader and why?

Practice D
sentences and
md any other
'k or Appendix
)se of others.

Edit the following story, smoothing and tightening sentences and
eliminating spelling, grammatical. word-usage, style. and any other
obvious errors. For style, use your publication's style book or Appendix
B. When you flnish, compare your edited story with those of others.

er drive Satur-

Laura Peterson and Debbie Lascovic will take on the leading rolls
in "Arsonic and Old Lace when the Senior Class play opens in McGreg-

4.

ory Auditorium at 8 P.m. Friday.
~f,

will have a

for paper.

Laura and Debbie play the parts of two elderly spinstors who
befriend lonely old men and procede to remedy their lonliness in a

the top of the

hihgly unusual way.

3h bottles with
The part of the sister's brother, who thinks he is Theodore
11 be separated
lL

-

. The glass will
:lared.

Roosevelt. will bee played by Charles Addams, no relation to the cartoonist of the same name. The lines of the play often provide hiliarious
dialogue between he and his sisters .
The play will have a 7 -day run, running Friday and Saturday this
week and Wednesday through Saturday next week. The play has been

e comittee will

produced twice before at the high school. It played 10 years ago and
twenty years ago.

about 25 lbs.

¥iss Elayne Kim. the director, said "The play is old but it still has a
lot of laughs. BeSide. the present generation hasn't seen it."
The 2.SS1stent student directors are Terry Kober and Lila Wild.
The suporting cast includes: Larry Ryder, Jaclyr.. Hart. Raymond
Ober. Dan fortieri. and Frank Silvers.

PermlSSlOr'. :-J copy ::-.15 palla 1S hereby gran tea.
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Name _ _ _ _--,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ __

Lesson 46

Chapter 15

Practicing the Art of Copyreading

1. Read the following story. Then, use the copyreaders' marks on page 127 to turn the reporter's
manuscript that follows the story into copy that matches the story itself.

I

Enrollment in foreign languages is increasing for the first time in years, announced :'ls. Paula Lucas. vice-principaL last week at the all·school assembly.
Spanish is by far the most popular
language, with a total of 142 students
enrolled this year.
"Of all the languages." said Ms.
Lucas. "Spanish is the one that has
always had the highest enrollment."
The enrollment had. however, dropped
to a low of ';'6 students three years ago.
:'1s. Lucas attributes the interest in
Spanisn to three factors. Being near the
:\lexican border is important. So is the

L

-

number of Spanish· speaking students
in the school. Equally important is the
general feeling among students that it is
easier to pronounce than French and
easier to learn than German.
In spite of the difficult pronunciation,
French classes have 112 students this
year. German classes trail with 45 stu·
dents.
"Hopes are," said Ms. Lucas, "that
the students now taking foreign Ian·
guages will encourage others to enroll.
This is one trend we hope to see con·
tinue."

Enrolment in foriegn languages is encreasing for the frist time in years, announced Nts. Paula
Lucus, Vice·Principle, last week at the all school assembly.
Spanish is by far the most popular langage, with a total of 142 studnets enroled this year.
"Of all the languages," said Lucas, "Sp. is the one that has always had teh highest enrolment."
The enrolrr.ent had. however: dropped to alow of 76 students 3 years ago.
Lucas attributes the intrest in Sp. to 3 factors. Benig nearthe mexican boarder is important. So
is the number Spanish-speaking students in the school.
Equal important is the general felling that it is easier to prounounce than French and easier to
learn then German.
Inspite or the difficult prounounciation, Fr. classes have 112 students this year German classes
trale with forty-t1w studnets. "Hopes are," said Lucas, "That the students now taking forreign language will ~ncourage others to enrol. This is one trend we hope to see continue.

£)
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Day 78
Topic: Power and responsibility of the press
Objective: Students will begin to understand the meaning of
and the limitations on freedom of the press.
Materials needed: text
Outline of activities:
1. Return tests/discuss.
2. Give spelling list to students.

3. Discuss pg. 49-54-"The right to publish and

criticize~"

4. Discuss handout after students complete it.
5. Give assignment.
Assignment:
Read the handout from the AP Stylebook on libel, defenses, etc.
Evaluation:
PartiCipation in discussion will be noted.

~pell1ng

List-Week 16

ore;aniztion
pantomime
paragraphing
~

parliamentarian
pastime
personalities
phase
privilege
quiet
quite
received
recommend
registrar
relieve

-

schedule
scholarship
scored
secretary
separate
similar
sophomore
sponsor
superintendent
tournament
treasurer
unanimous

-

~ME,

_________________________________

IASS ____________________________

-

DATE, ________________________________
TEACHER. ___________________________

CENSORSHIP

A~..amc

you are editor of your student newspaper. The left column below lists a variety of stories subtted to you. Assume they are all well written and reasonably interesting. In the middle column, write YES
NO depending upon whether or not you think you should be allowed to print the story, as is. In the rightnd column, write YES or NO depending upon whether or not you would be permitted to print the story,
;ed on federal, state, and local laws, and/or school policy. Be prepared to discuss your answers with the
ss.
SHOULD YOU BE
ALLOWED TO
PRINT STORY?

STORY

WOULD YOU BE
PERMI'ITED TO
RUN STORY?

) Editorial critical of school's attendance regulations.
) Photograph of trash in hallways.

) Story about student assaulted in rest room.
) Editorial on abortion laws.
I) Article claiming student body funds are being spent

illegally.
i)

-

.Jrsement of candiate for state senator.

') Article containing several "profane" words.
l) Sports editorial claiming football coach is incompetent

and should be fired.

)) Editorial calling for one-day boycott of classes.

)) Article claiming all teachers al'e bad at your school.
l) Review of X-rated movie.
~)

Ad for liquor.

3) Opinion article claiming there are not enough

counselors.
40) Editorial critical of recent action of Board of
~cation.

J. Weston Walch. Publisher

Box 658

Portland. MaIne

01-1938
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INTRODUCTiON
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Associate Justice John Marshall Harlan remarked that "the law of libel has
changed. substantially since the early days of the Republic."
And it has changed substantially since he made that obseITation more than
a decade ago. Recent years have seen the Supreme Court of the United States
decide several cases that made headlines and truly can be called landmarks.
But the working journalist remembers: The ne\vs stories which generate
the most claims of injury to reputation-the basis of libel-are run-of-the-mill.
Perhaps 95 of 100 libel suits are in that category and result from publication of
charges of crime. immorality, incompetence or inefficiency.
A Harvard Nieman report makes the point: "The gee-whiz. slam-bang stories usually aren"t the ones that generate libel. but the innocent-appearing,
potentially treacherous minor yarns from police couns anci. trarlic cases, from
routine meetim!2 :mCl from business reports."
Most of these suits based on relatively minor stories result from factual error
or inexact language-for example. getting the plea wrong or making it appear
that all defenci.ants in a case face identical charges.
Libel even lurks in such innocent-appearing stories as binh notices and
engagements. The fact that some New York newspapers had to defend suits
recently for such announcements illustrates the care and concern requireci. in
every editorial department.
Turner Catledge. retired managing editor of TIle New York Times, says in
his book, "My Life and the Times," that he learned. over the years that newspapers must be extremely careful in checking engagement announcements. He
noted that "sometimes people will call in the engagement of two people who hate
eacn other. as a practical joke."
ill short, there is no substitute for accuracy. But. of co~e. this does not
mean that acccurately reporting libelous assertions automatic.:lliy absolves the
journalist of culpabiiity.
A.ccurate report:ng will not prevent libel ifthere is no pri\ilege, either :he
constitution:.u Dnvji~:.;e or the fair report privilege.
.-l fair :me ;:nDJrtial report of judiciaL legislative and other public anci
otTIci.:lI proceea.::::;s!S privileged-that is. not actionable for libel. But it is imnortant to know. for insGlnce. what constitutes judicial action. In m:my states there
is no privilege to reDOrt the tiling of the summons and complaint in a civil suit
until there has ceen ~'ome judicial action.
:.lanv iibei ::iuit.:; occur in the handling of court and police news. especially
criminai courts. Prc-:llems can arise in stories about cr.r:::e .:lna. in identifying a
suspect where t.t:('rc> !las been no arrest or where no char;e has ce€n made.
Don't be dell.-':':u into thinking a sate ~~proach is to eiimin:ue the subject's
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name. If the description-physical or otherwise-readily identifies him to those
in his immediate area, the story has, in effect, named him.
When accusations are made against a person, it is always well to try for
balancing comment. The reply must have some relation to the original charges.
Irrelevant countercharges can lead to problems with the person who made the
first accusation.
The chief causes of libel suits are carelessness, misunderstanding of the law
of libel, limitations of the defense of privilege (including the First Amendment
privilege) and the extent to which developments may be reported in arrests.
These are discussed in detail in this manual, which is "must" reading for every
Associated Press stafi'member. It should be reviewed periodically.
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Chacter2
.

LJEEL. DEf'ENS'ES and PRIVILEGE

\

. t

Libel is injury to reputation.
Words, pictures or cartoons that expose a person to public hatred, shame,
disgrace or ridicule. or induce an ill opinion of a person are libelous.
Actions for civil libei result mainly from news stories that allege crime,
fraud. dishonesty, immoral or dishonorable conduct, or stories that defame the
subject professionally, causing financial loss either personally or to a business.
There is only one complete and unconditional defense to a civil action for
libel: that thp facts stated. are PROVABLY TRUE. (Note well that word, PROVABLY') Quonng someone correctly is not enough. The important thing is to be
able to satisiv a jury that the libelous statement is substantially correct.
A second import:lnt derense is PRIVILEGE. Privilege is one of two kindsabsolute and qualified.
Absoiute privilege means that certain people in some circumstances can
state. without fear of ~in!? sued for libel, material which may be false, malicious
and damaging. TheE" ':ircumstances include judicial, legislative, public and official proceedings ana :::e contents of most public records.
'The doctrine of :..!bsolute privilege is founded on the fact that on certain
occasions the public interest requires that some individuals be exempted from
legal liability for what they say.
Remarks by a member of a legislative body in the discharge ofofficiai duties
are not actionable. Similarly, libelous statements made in the course of legal
proceedings by participants are also absolutely privileged, ifthey are relevant to
the issue. Statements containing defamatory matter may be absolutely privileged ifpublication is required by law.
The interests of society require that judicial, legislative and similar official
proceedings be subject to public discussion. To that extent. the rights of the
indiVldual about whom damaging statements may be made are subordinated to
what are deemed to be !he interests ofthe community.
We nave been talki:::~ about absolute privilege as it applies to participants in
the types oiproceedin::;3 ·:iescr.bed here.
.\5 appiied to the nress. the courts generally have held that privilege is not
absolute. but rather is (J'.l~~ified. That means that it can be lost or diluted by how
the journaiist handles the material.
Pn\riiege can be lost if there are errors in the report of the hearin~, or if the
plaintilf can show mallce on the part of the publication or broadcast outlet.
.ill t'xceptlUn: Broaac::LSters have absolute privilege to carry the broadcast
statements oipoiiticalcinaiciates who are given air time under the "equal oppor-
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tunity" rules.
The two key points are:
l-Does the material at issue come from a privileged circumstance or proceeding?
2-Is the report a fair and accurate summation?
Again, the absolute privilege legislators enjoy-they cannot be sued. for
example, for anything said on the floor of the legislature-affords total proteCtion.
The journalist's protection is not as tight. But it is important and substantial
and enables the press to report freely on many items of public interest which
otherwise would have to go unreported.
The press has a qualified privilege to report that John Doe has been arrested
for bank robbery_ Ifthe.report is fair and accurate, there is no problem.
Statements made outside the court by police or a prosecutor or an attorney
may not De privileged unless the circumstances indicate it is an official proceeding. However, some states do extend privilege to these statements if made by
speciiied top officiais.
Newspapers and broadcasters often C3ITY accounts going beyond the n~w
confines of what is ~tated in the official charges, taking the risk without malice
because they fee! the importance of the case and the public interest warr:mt
doing so.
The source of sueD. statements should be specified.
Sometimes there are traps.
In New Ycrk and some other states. court rules provide that the papers filed
in matrimonici actions are sealed and thus not open to inspection by the general
public.
But sometimes litigants or their lawyers may slip a copy of the papers to
reporters. Publication of the material is dangerous because often the litigants
come to terms outside of court and the case never goes to trial. So privilege may
never attach to the accusations made in the court papers.
In one such ca..<:e. the vice president of a company flied suit alleging that he
was fIred because the newspaoer published his wife's charges of infidelity_ The
newspaper responcied that its report was a true and fair account of court proceedin:;s. The New -::.crK Court of Appeals rejected that argument on grounds that the
law makes dei:.1.L.5 of marital cases secret because spatting ~uses frequently
make umoundea cnarges. The newspaper appealed to the Supreme Court cf the
United States. 2m it lost.
U nlass some ether privilege applies. there is danger in carrying a report of
1.,'Ourt p:lpers th':!r :::re not available for ~ublic inspection by regson of a law, court
rule or court orc~r directing that such papers be sealed.
As stated earner, a fair and accur:::.te report of public and omcial proceeciin~
is priviieged.
.
There nas neyer been an exact legal definition ofwnat con..c:titutes an orr..:ial
proceeding. Some cases are obvious-trials. legislative sessions and hear...::J.."as,
etc.
Strictly spe""sing, conventions of private organizations are not "public:rna
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official proceedings" even though they may be forums for discussions of public
questions. Hence, statements made on the floor of convention sessions or from
speakers' platforms may not be privileged.
Statements made by the president of the United States or a governor in the
course of executive proceedings have absolute privilege for the speaker, even if
false or defamatory. However, this absolute privilege may not apply to statements having no relation to executive proceedings.
President Kennedy once was asked at a news conference what he was going
to do about "two well-known security risks" in the State Department. 'The reporter gave names when the president asked for them. This was not privileged
and many newspapers and radio stations did not carry them. The Associateci
Press did because it seemed in the public interest to report the incident fully. No
suits resulted.
After a civil rights march, George Wallace, then governor of Alabama. J.?peared on a television show and said some of the marchers were members of
Communist J.nd Communist-front organizations. He gave some names. which
newspJ.pers c~ed. Some libel suits resulted.
The courts have ruled that ~ublishlng that a person is a Communist is
libelous on its face ifhe is not a Communist.
"TIle claimed charge that the plaintiff is a Nazi and a Communist is in tbe
same cJ.te!5ory ... The current effect oithese statements is the decisive test. \VhJ.tever doubt there may have been in the past as to the opprobrious effect on the
ordinary mind of such a change...recent events and legislation make it man:.:est
that to label an attorney a Communist or a Nazi is to taint him with disrepute."
(Levy us. Gelber, 175ll'fisc. 746)
The fact that news comes from official sources does not eliminate the concern. To say that a high police o,rficial said means that you are making the
accusation. A statement that a crime has been committed. and that the police are
holding someone for questioning is reasonably safe. because it is provably true.
However, there are times when the nature of the crime or the prominence of
those involved requires broader treatment. Under those circumstances. the
safest guide is whatever past experience has shown as to the responsibility ofthe
source. The source must be trustwonhy and certain to stand behind the iniorma·
tion given.

-'
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Repetition cf Libel

-

In reporting the tiling ofa libei ~uit. can we report the content ofthe char;e?
By so doing, do we compound the i:bel. even though we quote from the !'::!5ai
complaint?
Ordinariiy, a fair and impartial report of the contents oflegal papers in D.
libel action tiled in the office of the derk of the court is privileged. However.
mJ.nY stares cia not extend privilege tJ the tiling of court actions: in such a cse
there is no prhiiege until the case comes to trial or until some other juaici::u
action takes oiJ.ce.
But we Mve 10und that it is safe. generaily speaking, to repeat the libei L'l a
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story based on the filing of a suit.

Fair Comment and Criticism
The publication of defamatory matter that consists of comment and opinion,
as distinguished from fact, with reference to matters of public interest or importance, is covered by the defense of fair comment.
Of course, whatever facts are stated must be true.
The right of fair comment has been summarized as follows:
"Everyone has a right to comment on matters of public interest and concern,
provided they do so fairly and with an honest purpose. Such comments or criticism are not libelous, however severe in their terms, unless they are written
maliciously. Thus it has been held that books, prints, pictures and statuary
publiciy exhibited, and the architecture of public buildings, and actors and exhibitors are all the legitimate subjects of newspapers' criticism, and such criticism fairly and honestly made is not libelous. however strong the terms of
censure may be." (Hoeppner us. Dunkirk Pro Co., 254 N.Y. 95)

....

, ?- '

Criminal LibeJ
The publication of a libel may result in what is considered a breach of the
peace. For that reason. it may constitute a criminal offense. It is unnecessary to
review that phase of the law here because the fundamental elements of the crime
do not differ substantially from those that give rise to a civil action for damages.
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C!1apter3

FU8lJC :OFFiC~ALS, PUBLIC FjGURES,
PU8L!C JSSUES

<-
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In a series of decisions commencing in 1964, the Supreme Court established
important First Amendment protections for the press in the libel area.
- But in more recent decisions, the tide in libel has been running against the
press. particularly in the unrelenting narrowing of the definition of a public
figure. This was the single most active are3 oflibellaw in the decade of the '70s.
Whiie the full impact of the later decisions is not yet clear. a review of the
rulings since the mid-1960s shows the trend.
Three basic cases established impoItult precedents. They did so in a logical
progression. The cases were:
-~~ew York Times vs. Sullivan (1964).
-Associateci. Press vs. Walker (1967).
~rtzvs. Robert Welch (1974).
In 'The New York Times case. the Supreme Court ruled in March 1964 that
public officials cannot recover damages for a report related to official duties
unless they prove actual malice.
To establish actual malice. the official was required to prove that at the time
of publication. those responsible for the story lrnew it was false or published it
with reckless disregard of whether it was true or false.
TIle decision :-evprsed a $500,000 libel verdict returned in Alabama against
The New York Times and four black ministers. The court said:
"The constitutional guarantees (the First and 14th Amendments) require,
we think, a federal rule that prohibits a public official from recovering damages
for a defamatory falsehood relating to his offic~al conduct unless he proves that
the statement was made with 'actual mniice'-that is, \vith knowledge that it
was false or with reckless disregard ofwhc:rher it was false or not."
This does not give newspapers absoiute immunity against libel suits by
officials who are criticized. But it does mean that when a newspaper publishes
!ruon:::ltion about a public official ana publishes it without actual malice. it
showci !Je spared a ciamage suit even though some of the iruormation may be
wronrr.
TI:e court saia it considered the case ".1gainst the background of a profound
national commitment :0 the principie that debate on public issues should te
uninhibiteci. robust ;lIla wide open, ana that it may well include vehement.
caustic ana sometimes unpleasantly sham attacks on government and public
officiais. "
The ruling- in The l~ew York Times case with respect to public officials was
extenaeci by the Su~reme Court in June 1967 to apply also to public ligures.
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In so holding, the court reversed a $500,000 libel judgment won by former
Maj. Gen. Edwin A Walker in a Texas state court against The Associated Press.
The AP !"eported that Walker had «assumed command" of rioters at the
University oiMississippi and "led a charge of students against federal marshals"
when James H. Meredith was admitted to the university in September 1962.
Walker alleged those statements to be false.
The court said: "Under any reasoning, Gen. Walker was a public man in
whose public conduct society and the press had a legitimate and substantial
interest."
The rulings in The New York Times and The Associated Press cases were
constitutional landmark decisions for freedom of the press and speech. They
offered safeguards not previously defmed. But they did not confer license for
defamatory statements or for reckless disregard of the truth.
The AP decison made an additional important distinction.
In the same opinion, the court upheld an award granted Wallace Butts,
former athletic director of the University of Georgia. against Curtis Publishing
Co. The suit was based on an article in the Saturday Evening Post accusi!1!s Butts
of givinlS hi::: Iootball team's strategy secrets to an opposing coach prior to a game
between th2 tWO schools.
The cou."'t found that Butts was a public figure, but said there was a substantial difTerer.cc between the two cases. Justice Harlan said.: "'The evidence showed
that the Em::; story was in no sense 'hot news' and the editors of the malSazine
recognizea t:::~ neea for a thorough investigation of the serious charges. Elementary precau::rons were. nevertheless. ignored."
Chief'; u.stice Warren. in a concurring opinion. referred to "slipshod and
sketchy inveSTIlSatory techniques employed to check the veracity of the source."
He said the evidence disclosed "reckless disregard for the truth."
The differing rulings in The Associated Press and the Saturday Evening
Post cases should be noted carefully. The AP-Walker case was "hot news"; the
Post-Butts story was investigative reporting of which journalists are doing more
and more.
Extension of the Times rule in one case was based on a column by Drew
Pearson which characterized a candidate for the United. States Senate as ··u
former smail-~ime bootlegger." The jury held that the accusation related to the
private secror or' the candidate's life. Reversing this judgment. the Supreme
Court said:
"We therelor~~ !lold as a matter of constitutional law that a charge ofcriminal
conduct. no :n::m,~r how remote in time or place, c:m never be irrelevant to an
official's or :.l c<:Dcidate's fitness for office for plll"poses of application of the
'knowmg i:liseho.:.a cr reckless disregara' rule of New Yori~ -rimes vs. Sullivan."
Another C:.ls'~ '.vas brought by a Chicago captain or" detectives against Time
magazine. '.ville.:: no-a quoted from a report ofthe U.S: Civil Rights CoIIlIIlission
without maKir..~dear that the charges of police brutaiity were those of the
complainant ":r~~:3e home was raided and not the inaependent fmciin~ or the
commission. :-::~ !:ourt described the cammission's documents as "bristlin!j with
ambiguities' ana said Time did not .:ngage in a "falsui.cation" swEcient to sus-
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tain a finding of actual malice.
The progression of the New York Times. AP and Metromedia cases was
interrupted in June 1974 with the Supreme Court's decision in the case of Gertz
vs. Robert Welch Inc.
Gertz, a lawyer of prominence in Chicago. had been attacked in a John Birch
Society publication as a Communist. There were additional accusations as well.
Gertz sued and the Supreme Court upheld him, ruling that he was neither a
public official nor a public figure.
The decision opened the door to giving courts somewhat wider leeway in
determining whether someone was a public person.
This case also opened the way to giving state courts the right to assess what
standard of liability should be used in testin~ whether a publication about a
private individual is actionable. It insisted, however, that some degree offault, at
least negligence, be shown.
For instance, some state courts have established a negligence standard
(whether a reasonable person would have done the same thing as the publisher
unaer the circumstances). The New York courts follow a gross negligence test.
Others still observe the actual malice test in suits by private indi vid uals against
the Dress.
'Bear in mind that the sil5I1iticance of the Gertz decison still is being deve!opea. as new cases arise and are adjudicated. But at a minimum it opened the
way to judgments the three earlier cases would seem to have barred.
More recently, in the case of Time vs. Firestone, the Supreme Court again
appears to have restricted the public figure and public issue stanaarcis.
The case stemmed from Time magazine's account ofthe divorce of Russell
ana ?-.Iary Alice Firestone. The magazine said she had been divorced on grounds
of "extreme cruelty and adultery." The court made no finding of adultery. She
suea.
She was a prominent social figure in Palm Beach, Fla., and held press
coni'erences in the course ofthe divorce proceedings. Yet the Supreme Court said
she was not a public figure because "she did not assume any role of special
prominence in the affairs of society, other than perhaps Palm Beach society, and
she did no~ thrust herself to the forefront of any particular public controversy in
order to influence resolution ofthe issues involved in it."
As in the Gertz case. the decison opened the way to fmdings ,vithin the states
inVOl ving negligence. a standard less severe than the actual malice standard
that was at the base oftr..r'2e earlier landmark cases.
Supreme Court decisions. starting with Gertz and extending through Firestone ana more recent cases. have consistently narrowed the class of persons to
be treated as public figures unaerthe Times-Sullivan and AP-Walker standards.
Two 1979 rulings by the Supreme Court illustrate the narrowing of the
protections that seemed so \vide only a few years earlier:
:3en. William Proxmire of Wisconsin was sued for $8 million by Ronald
Hutchinson. a research scientist who had received several public grants. including one ror :::50,000. Proxmirc gave Hutchinson a "Golden Fleece·' award. saying
Hutchlnson ''11as made a Iortune from his monkeys and in the process made a
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monkey ofthe American ta...xpayer." Hutchinson sued. The Supreme Court found
that. despite the recei pt of substantial public funds, Hutchinson was not a public
figure. The court also ruled that Proxmire's news release was not protected by
con~essional immunity.
llya Wolswn pleaded guilty in 1957 to criminal contempt for failing w appear before a grand jury investigating espionage. A book published in 1974
referred to these events. Wolswn alleged that he had been libeled. In ruling on
Wolswn vs. Reader's Digest, the Supreme Court said that he was not a public
figure. The court said people convicted of crimes do not automatically become
public figures. Wolston. the court said. was thrust inw the public spotlight unwillingly.
In erfect, the court extended the Fireswne concept of unwilling notoriety to
criminal as well as civil cases.
Thus the patwrn through Gertz, Fireswne, Proxmire and Reader's Digest is
clear. The Times rule has been left stanciing but it is tougher and wugher to get
in under it.
The court is rejecting the notion that a person can be a public figure simply
because of the events that led to the story at issue. The courts are saying that
public Ii!51JIe means 'People who seek the iimelight, who inject themselves into
public aebate. etc, The courts are sayin~ that involvement in a crime, even a
newsworthy one. aoes not make one a public figure.
TIus means that the broad "public otTIcial" and "public figure" protections
that came out of the Times and AP cases remain, but for shrinking numbers of
people that are written about.
At the same time. the 'reckless disregard of the truth" and '1mowing falsity"
stanaards of the Times decision also slip away, becoming applicable w fewer
people as the public figure definition narrows.
And those stanaards are being replaced in state after state with simpie
negligence st<:u'1dards. In other words, the plaintiff. now adjudged w be a private
citizen because of the recent rulings, must now prove only that the press was
negiigent. not reckless.
The difference is more than semantic. This development suggests that press
lawyers will be reiyin~ more on some of the old standbys as defenses-plaintiffs
inaoiiity to prove ialsitv, privilege, fair comment-and this puts the ball right
bacK. \vlth editors ana reporters.
:'l:~ .:3upreme Court in 1986 held. however. in Philadelphia Newspapers vs.
3ep;Js. th::lt. at least where a newspaper has Dublished statements on a matter of
pUiJ~lC conceIT.. a private figure plaintiff ·.:annot prevail without showing the
statemen:s at issue are false. This case ')rovides that the common law rule
requiring- :1 aelcnaant w prove truth is sU:Jpianted by a constitutional requirement that the prain:iff demonstrate falsity when the statements involved are 01
puolic concern.
_-mother !"ec~nt ~:l~reme Court decision which provoked wide press contro·ersy carr..e in tile case ot'Herbert VS, Lando.
The lJurt ~-ulea in 1979 that retired Army Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert . ..1
~:ietnam Yeteran. haa the right w inquire into the editing process of a CBS "30
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Minutes" :segment, produced by Barry Lando, which provoked his suit. Herbert
had claimed the right to do this so that he could establish actual malice.
The decision formalizes and calls attention to something that was at least
implicit in the Times case, namely, that a plaintiff had the right to try to prove
the press was reckless or even knew that what it was pnnting was a lie. How else
could this be done except through inquiry about a reporters or editors state of
mind?
.
So the·ruling reminds plaintiffs' lawyers that they can do this and will, no
doubt. be responsible for far more of this kind ofinquiry than the press has had to
face before.
A crucial test will be how far judges will let plaintiffs' lawyers range in their ,
discoverY eiforts. Will they let the plaintiff widen the embrace of inquiry intO
stories 0 ther than the one at issue? Will they let the plaintiff:rumma ge about the
news room. probing unrelated news judgments, examining the handling of other
wrrelat0,i stories, dema,nding to know why this investigative piece survived
while tl:.:.lt one died quietly on the kill hook?
That the questions are being prompted. by the Herbert-Lando ruling is the
best respon~e to those who say that the decision didn't really mean much.
The pre ~iminary answer to these questions appea.rs to be that there nas been
some widemn::r oHhis sort of inquiry by plaintiffs newiy alerted to this area by
the Lando ;-1.l.lim;.
The press should be certain that flles include contemporaneous memorandums that WIll testify later to the care taken with the story and the conviction
that it was true and fair.
TI1ere was a footnote in the Proxmire case which has had a marked effect on
the wa v libe i cases are litigated. :;'ootnote 9 questioned the practice of dismissing
libel actions early in the course oilitigation. The lower courts have paid serious
attention to this foomote, with the result that more and more libel actions are
being tneu !;etore a jury.
In a 1:::80 decision, Anderson vs. Liberty Lobby, however, the Supreme Court
held that summary judgment should be granted in libel actions against public
officials anci public figures unless the plaintiff can prove actual malice with
"convincln," dariti' or by "clear and convincing evidence." This rule should
facilitate me early dismissal of unmeritorious claims without the expense and
burden :. crc:eedin!5 to trial.
Th:: ~::l::~ Jury verciicts which often result have caused much concern among
legal cc:::~entators ami the press. A number of remedies have been proposed,
but it r2r:::.uns unciear at this point whether the Supreme CoUrt will take any
action to :.. wm the tide 01 runaway million-clollar jury verdicts of recent years.
An inc..ication t!::lt the Supreme CoUrt is facing tills problem appeareci in its
1984 opimon in Bose vs. Consumers Union. Bose Corp. sueci Consumer ReportS
over its publication 01 ciisparaginI; comments concerning Bose's loudspeaKer
systems anci obtained a damage judgment of about :3211,000. The CoUrt of .\p-peais. mer a careful review of the record, reversed. The Supreme CoUrt endorsed
this precess. underscoring the need for appeHate couns in libel cases to maKe an
indepenciem review of the record-a standard of scrutiny that does not appi y in
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most other appeals. For the foreseeable future, the press will continue to rely on
the willingness of the appeais courts to overturn excessive jury verciicts.
.
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The gist of the principles established in the cases discussed above may be

summarized, as follows:
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A. The Public Official Rule: the press enjoys a great protection wilen it covers
the affairs of public officials. In order to successfully sue for libel, a public official
must prove actual malice. This means the public official must prove that the
eW tor or reporter had knowledge that the facts were false or acted with reckless
disre~ard. ot the truth.
B. 'The Public Figure Rule: the rule is the same for public figures and public
officiais. That is. a public ti!5UI"e must prove actual malice. The problem is that it
is very ciifficult in many cases to predict who will be classified as a public figure .
In generai. there are two types pfpublic figures:
1. General Purpose Puolic Figures: this is an individual who has assumed the
role of :oneciai prominen~e in the affairs of society and occupies a position of
persuasIve power and iruluence. An example is the entertainer Johnny Carson.
2. ':"imited Purpose Public Figures: this is a person who has thrust himself or
herself :mo the vortex of a public controversy in an attempt to iru1uence the
resoiution of the contrOversy. An example would be a vocal scientist who has
lecrureci and published articles in an attempt to influence a state legislature to
ban I1uoridation of water.
C. 'The Private Figure Rule: a private figure is dermed in the negative. It is
someone who is not a public figure. The rule of law for libel suits brought by
private fi:;ures varies from state to state. The variations fall into three general
categories:
1. A number of states follow the same rule for private figures and public
figures. They require private figures to prove actual malice. These states inc~ude
Alaska. Colorado. Indiana and 11ichigan.
2. One state. New York, requires private figures to prove that the publisher
:lcted in a "grossly irresponsible manner." To date, no other state has adopted
this rule.
3. 7,lost states require private tigures to prove only negligence. Negligence is
:l teIT.1 U'OIl: which is ciifficult to define. As a rule of thumb. a careie:::s error on the
part O~ ::le journalist will often be found to constitute negligence.
The~e ciistinctions become important after the story has moved on our wires
wilen l:!:tre is a challenge and we are preparing our legal defense::. :nese distinction.:; uo not appiy in our preparations of stories. We do not have :1 standard that
:ets i ~ ~o easier with ourselves if the ::tory concerns a public offici:li figure and be
tou:,;ncr on ourselves if it concerns a private tigure.
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The right of privacy is a doctrine that has been developing in the past
century.-It is recognized by statute in only a few states, including New York. but
courtS increasingly are taking cognizance ofi t. It is clearly an area to be watched.
The doctrine is based on the idea that a person has the right to be let alone. to
live a private life free from publicity.
In 1890. two Boston lawyers wrote in the Harvard Law Review:
"The press is overstepping in every direction the obvious bounds of propriety
and decency."
It is of interest that one ofthose lawyers, who later became Justice Brandeis,
said years later in one of his dissents:
"The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to
the pursuit of hanpiness. They recognized the signirlcance of man's spiritual
nature. of his feeiings and of his intellect. They knew that only a part of the pair..
pleasure and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things. They sought
to protect Americans in their beliefs. their thoughts. their emotions and their
sensations. They coruerred. as against the government. the right to be let
alone-the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized
men." (Olmstead us. United States. 277 U.s. 438.478)
When a person becomes involved in a news event, voluntarily or involuntarily, he forfeits the right to privacy. Similarly, a person somehow involved in a
matter of legitimate public interest. even if not a bona iide spot news event,
normally can be wntten about with safety.
However, this is different from publication of a story or picture that dredges
up the sordid details of a person's past and has no current newsworthiness.
Paul P. Ashley, then president of the Washington State Bar Association.
, said in a talk on this subject at a meeting of The Associated Press Managing
Editors Association:
"The essence (lIthe wrong will be found in crudity, in ruthless exploitation of
the woes or other ;ersonal affairs of private individuals who have done nothing
noteworthy and l:ave not by design or misadventure been involved in an event
whien tosses them into an arena subject to public gaze."
Here are details of a few cases brought in the name of right of privacy:
-A leading case centering on publication of details of a person's past concerned a man who as a child prodig'j in 1910 had attracted national attention. In
1937. ~e New YorKer magazine published a biographiC!li. sketch ofthe plaintiiT.
He :::.ileged invasion of privacy.
.:ile court said "he had cloaked himself in obscurity but his subsequent
history, containing as it did the answer to the question of whether or not he had
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fulfIlled his early promise, was still a matter of public concern. The article ...
sketched the iife ofan unusual personality, and it possessed considerable popuiar
news interest."
The court said further:
«We express no comment on whether or not the newsworthiness ofthe matter printed- will always constitute a complete defense. Revelations may be so
intimate anci ':;l) unwarranted in view of the victim's position as to outrage the
community's notions ofdecency. But when focused upon public characters. truthful comments upon dress, speech, habits, and the orciinary aspects of personality
will usuailv not transgress this line. Regrettably or not, the misfortunes and
frailties 01 neighbors and ~ublic figures' are subjects of considerable interest and
discussion w the rest of the population. And when such are the mores of the
community, it would be unwise for a court to bar their expression in the newspapers. bOOKS. ami magazines of the day."
-The unsavory incidents of the past of a former prostitute, who haci been
tried for murcier. :.lcquitted. mamed and lived a respectable life, were featured in
a motion pictur~. The court ruled that the use of her name in the picture and the
statement in :.lClvertisemems that the story was taken from true incidents in ner
life violate<i her right to pursue and obtain happiness.
Some cour.s have ruled that a person who is recognizable in a picture of a
crowd in a puolic place is not entitled to the right of privacy. But if a co.mera
singled him om for no news-connected reason, then his privacy is invaded. some
courts have ruled.
Another ':xamDie of spot news interest: A child was injured in an auto
accident in A!J.oaIn:.l. A newspaper took a picture of the scene before the child
was removea :..mu r:.:n it. That was spot news. Twenty months later a magazine
used the plcture w lilustrate an article. The magazine was sued and lost the case.
the court ruling that 20 months after the accident the child was no longer "in the
news."
In another case, a newspaper photographer in search of a picture to illustrate
a hot weather story took a picture ofa woman sitting on her front porch. She wore
a houseci.ress. her hair in curlers, her feet in thong sandals. The picture was
taken from a C:ll" parked across the street from the woman's home. She sued.
dlargin~ invaslOn of privacy. A court, denying the newspaper's motion for ciis:ni.ssai orthe sme. said the scene photographed "was not a particularly newsworthy inclder.:." :md the limits or decency were exceedeci by "surreptitious" taking
and puoli'::"lln~ 01 pictures "in ~ embarrassing pse. .,
A wo::::m wOK her two cruidren to the county tair and went with them into
the iunhou.;e. c~ r:ewspaper pnotographer took her nicture just as ajet of air blew
up her ci:2:O::. ;::J.le sued. and the Supreme Court or il.labama upheld the do.ma~es.
The n.~ . .:s in New York state on the right ofnrivacy that are applicaole t{)
unautho~:.:o puoli~tion of photographs in a single issue of a newspaper rnay be
.5ummar!::2~i ger:erally as follows:
1. ~:2 ~:lain:lifmay recover ciamal5es lithe phow!5Taph is published in or as
part of an :.:uvertlsement. or for advertising purposes.
2. ':'h~'!"e IS liabiiity if the pnotograph is used in connection with an articie of
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fiction in any part of a newspaper.
3. There may be no recovery under the statute for publication of a photograph in connection with an article of current news or immediate public interest.
4. ='Tewspapers publish articles that are neither strictly news items nor
strictly tictional in character. They are not the responses to an event ofpeculiarly
imme<i.iate interest, but though based on fact, are used to satisfy an ever-present
educational need. Such articles include, among others, travel stOries, stories of
distant places, tales of history personages and events, the reproduction of items
of past news and surveys of social conditions. These are articles educational and
informative in character. As a general rule, such cases are not within the purview of the statute. (Lahiri vs.Daily Mirror Inc., Misc. Reports, N.Y. 162,p780).
The Supreme Court of the United States ruled in January 1967 that the
constitutional guarantees of freedom of the press are applicable to invasion-ofprivacy cases involving reports of newsworthy matters.
The ruling arose out of a reversal by the Supreme Court of a decision of a
New YorK court that an article with photos in Life IIlaoaazine reviewing a play,
"The Desperate Hours," violated the privacy of a couple who had been held
hosta~e in a real-life incident. In illustrating the article, Life posed the actors in
the nouse where the real family had been held captive.
The Iamily allegeu violation of privacy, saying the article gave readers the
impression that the piay was a true account of their experiences. Life said the
articie was "basically truthful."
'The court said:
"The line between the informing and the entertaining is too elusive for the
protection oi(freeciom of the press). Erroneous statement is no less inevitable in
such case t.han in the case ofcomment upon public affairs, and in both, ifinnocent
or mere iy negligent, it must be protected ifthe freedoms of expression are to have
the breathing space' that they 'need to survive.'
"We create grave risk of serious impairment of the indispensable service of a
free press in a free society if we saddle the press with the impossible burden of
venfying to a certainty the facts associated in a news article with a person's
name. picture or portrait. particularly as related to non~efamatory matter."
'The court added. however, that these constitutional guarantees do not extena to "knowing or reckless falsehood." A newspaper still may be liable for
invasion of privacy ifthe r"acts or"a story are changed deliberately or recklessly, or
"fictionalized." As \vith The New YorK Time and The As.sociateci Press decisions
in the Iieid or" libei. ::.he "Desperate Hours" case does not comer a license for
deiamatory statements or for reckless disregard of the truth.
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ChapterS

AP~LYING

THE RULES

We already have defined libel and explained the defenses available to the
press. Let's now look at some applications.
In a society in which standards of right living are recognized by most people.
any accusation that a member of society has violated such stanciards must be
injurious. Members of a community establish in the minds ot others an estimate
of what they are believed to be. Injury to that reputation may mean business,
profe:osional or social ruin.
One court decision put the matter this way:
"The law of defamation is concerneri only with injuries to one's reputation...
"Embarrassment and discomfort no doubt came to her from the publication.
as they would to any decent woman under like circumstances. Her own reaction.
however. has no bearing upon her reputation. That restS entirely upon the
reactions of others. We are unable to find anything in this OIticie which could
appreciably injure plaintiffs reputation." (Kimmerle I)S. Sew York Evening

JoumalInc.,262 N.Y. 99)
The traditional rule was that defamation was concerned only with injuries to
one's reputation. That rule was altered in 1974 by the Gertz case, which held that
emotional distress is also an element of damages in libel.
In order to be libelous, it is not necessary that a publication impute criminal
activity. The following was held to be libelous:

"Pauper's Grave For Poor Child"
"Unless fmancial aid is forthcoming immediately, the body of a 4-year-old boy
who was run over Tuesday will be interred in Potter's Fieid, burying ground of
the homeless. menwess and penniless. who die or are killed in New York City.
The parentS oi this youngster are in dire fInancial straits. and at this writing
have no alternative out to let their son go to his ftnal rest in a pauper·s grave.'
The court said:
"It is reasonaoly clear, thereibre, that in some cases it may be a libel if the
plaintiffhas been written up i.lS an object of pity ... The reason is that in libel the
matter is defamatOry not only if it brings a party into natreci. ridicule or contemPt by assertmg some moral discredit upon his part. ~ut 3.lso if it tencis to
make him oe snunned or avoided, 3ithough it imputes no moral turpitucie to
him." (Katapoais L"S. BrooklynSpeccaror Inc., 287 N.Y.17J
A puolication that does not discredit a person as an inciividual may nonetheless damage a person's professionai status.
A story st.:lteci that after a man's body had been taken from the water in willcn
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he had been swimming, he was pronounced dead by a doctor. Later, the youth
was revived. The doctor sued because of the implication that he had been unable
to determine whether a person was living or dead.
Similarly, a publication may affect a business.
Companies are naturally sensitive to news stories that reflect on their business prospects and practices. There have been many such news stories in the
field of environmental and consumer protection. The issues are complicated, and
the legal aspects not always clear. Formal charges and allegations should be
reported precisely and fairly.
Likewise, there is no alternative to precision in reporting any criminal charge.
Not only what is written, but the instruments used in transmitting it, must be
considered in handling news. It is safer to say acquitted or innocent, rather than
not guilty because 01 the danger that the negative may be dropped in transmission.
An essential element of an action for libel is that the complainant be identifiable to a third party. Nevertheless, the omission of names will not, in itself,
provide a shield against a claim for libel. As was pointed out earlier, there may be
enough details for the person to be recognizable.
A story may, by the use of a general descri~tion or name, make a libelous
charrse against an organized group. It is possible that any member of the group
could bring an action on the story .
If the material is libelous and not privilegeci. then the question turns to proof.
Can the substance be established by documents. by testimony from trustworthy persons or by material from pnvileged sources? Hearsay evidence is not
enough. It is not enough to show that somebody gave you the unprivileged
iruonnation. The issue turns on proo!:
_mother libel pitfall is the mistaken identity case. There is no complete defense when a newspaper confuses a famous individual with a person bearing a
similar name who gets into a scrape. Petty thieves running afoul of the law may
give the names of famous people-often old-time athletes-in the hope of getting
leniency from ajudge.
A few years ago a man charged with a minor crime appeared in Magistrate's
Court in New York and gave as his name that of a once-great baseball pitcher.
The magistrate gave the prisoner a suspended sentence. The real baseball player
was a prosperous auto salesman, who threatened multiple suits when he read
the story in the newspapers.
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In 1980, in Richmond Newspapers vs. Virginia, the Supreme Court ruied
that under the First Amendment, criminal trials are presumptively open to the
public and the media and may be closed only when it is necessary to protect some
intere~t which outweighs the interest in access. A trial judge must articulate
findings, on the record, to support any closure. This decision marked the first
time in the nation's history that the right to find out what a branch of government is doing haa been afforded direct and specific constirutional protection.
In 1982. in Globe Newspapers vs. Superior Court, the Supreme Court recognized that the constitutional right of access to criminal trials applies even with
respect to a sex-{}ffense trial involving a minor victim. The court struck down a
statute mandating closure in such cases. While it said that the states have a
significant interest in protecting mmor victims of sexual assault from the
trauma of testifying in open court. the Supreme Court held that trial judges must
determine on a case-oy-case basis whether this interest outweighs the presumption of openness and stated that any ciosure order must be "narrowly tailoreci to
protect that interest ·.vithout unduly infringing on First .-illlencim.ent rights.
The Supreme! Court further l:eld in 1984 in Press-Enterprise vs. Superior
Court that the constitutional right of access to criminal trials encompasses the
right to attend i'.JIY selection.
In 1986. in a second case called Press-Enterprise vs. Superior Court. the
Supreme Cour.: ruled that the First Amendment right to access attaches to
preliminary hearin~ in a criminal case unless specific findings are made on the
record to demonstDte that closure is essential to preserve higher values and is
narrowly tailored to serve that interest. If the mterest asserted is the defendant's
right to a fair trial. the preliminary hearing may not be closed unless there is a
"substantial probability" that the right to a fair trial will be prejudiced by publicity that closure would prevent and that reasonable alternatives to closure cannot
adequately proC€ct the right to a fair trial.
The Assonated Press has distributed the foHowing =tatement to be read in
court by its "'eporters when confronted with an attempt to dose a criminal
proceeding.
The statement ailows the reporter. ·.vhen permirteci to address the court. to
state the casic :Jress position and to seek time for co~ei to appear to make rhe
legal argume!!t.
The i'ollowm:r statement can be reaa verbatim. although ifany parts are not
applicable to a sp2cliic case they can be changed or omir+...ed.
I

May it "piease rhe Court. I am mameJ of The Associated Press lor
newspaper), I resoectfully request the opportunity to register on the recorci
an objection to the motion to dose this proceedin? to the public and :0
representatives ':'1 the news media. The Associated Press lOr newspaper:
requests a hear::1g at which its counsel may present to the court i~gai
authority ana ar:"'-JIIlents that do sure in this case is improper.
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The United States Supreme Court has now fIrmly held that the press
and the public have a constitutional right to attend criminal trials and
pretrial proceedings and may not be excluded unless the court makes fmdings on the record that closure is required to-preserve higher values and is
narrowiy tailored to serve that interest. There is. therefore, Ii presumption
of openness which is fIrmly rooted in the Constitution and essential to
proper r'unctioning of the criminal justice system.
The Associated Press (or newspaper) takes the position that the defendant should be required to make the following showing in order to
prevrul on a motion to close this proceeding:
- First, the defendant must demonstrate that by conducting this proceedin!5 in public the defendant's right to a fair trial will be prejudiced by
publiciry which closure would prevent. The defendant must demonstrate
therelore that disclosures made in this hearing will prejudice the c::LSe und
that these ciisclosures would not otherwise be brought to the attention of
potenti:J.i jurors.
- 2~cond. the defendant must demonstrate that none of the alternatives to an oreier closing this ~roceeding would effectively protect the right
to a fair trial. Among the alternatives available to protect the defenciant's
rights are: a careful and searching voir dire. continuance. severance,
change of venue. peremptory challenges. sequestration and admonition of
the jury.
- Third. the defendant must demonstrate that closure will be eIfecrive
in protecting the right to a fair trial. In the present case there has already
been suostantial publicity concerning the facts. The defendant must demonstrate that any prejudice to the right of a fair trial would result from
publicity rj,ven to disclosures made in this proceeding, and not to previously puoEsued facts or allegations.
- .2i:::J.lly, the defendant must establish that reasonable alternatives
to closure cannot adequately protect the defendant's free trial rights.
The Associated Press (or newspaper) believes that there has been substantial public interest generated by this case. The public has a right to be
informed of future developments, and the court should avoid any impression that justice is being carried on in secrecy. The public has a right to
know how the court system is handling criminal matters, what kind of
deais cay be struck by prosecutors and defense lawyers. what kind of
evidence may ce ke~t from the jury, and what SOrt of police or prosecutorial
acts or omissions have occurred. For these reasons. The Associated Press
(or newsmnen objects to the motion for closure and respectfully requests a
hearing 1!1 wnich it can pre~ent full legal ar:;uments and authority.
The cuoreme' Court has never addressed the question ofwnether there is a
First Amenciment right of access to 'civil tri8ls and pretrial proceedings. Several
federal uopeal.3 courts. employing the reasoning of the Supreme Court's crimmal
trial aCC2SS eiecisions. have ruled that both civil trials and pretrial proceedings
are presUInotiveiy open to the press and public.
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Day 79

-

Topic:·legal restrictions on the press
Cbjective: Students will learn about restrictions placed upon the
press.
Materials needed: text, libel handouts
Outline of activities:
1. Go over spelling list.
2. Discuss pg. 54-57 in text.

3. Discuss libel manuel.
Assignment:
Do the Libel-Part 2 handout.

Be prepared to discuss.

Study for spelling quiz.
Evaluation:
Participation in class discussion will be noted.

-

exercise will give students the opportunity to play lawyer/editor.
It'll give stud.ents the opportunity to apply the knowledge they've
acquired.

-

The

It'll show me if they understand libel.

\ME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ASS ______________________________

TEACHER __________________________

LIBEL-Part Two

,-..
1 don vour results from "LIBEL-Part One" and on your intuition as an amateur attorney, determine
let her each ;r the statements below (a) should not be printed in its present form because it is possibly libel.s; (b) should not be printed, even though it is probably not libelous, but because it is either in bad taste or
corny or is poor journalism; or (e) should be printed. After classifying each sentence, tell why you made
IUr choice.
Note that when you deal with decisions involving such things as libel and bad taste, there are bound to
. borderline cases. Therefore, a few of the examples below might spark classroom debate because their
Issification is not cut-and-dried. In dealing with borderline cases, many editors employ the old rule: "If in
IUbt, leave it out!"
KAMPLE ONE: Our campus security man witnessed a bicycle theft, but did not report it.
Classification:
a
Reason:
exposes security man to loss of reputation
XAMPLE TWO: (ending of sports story) Go get 'em, Tigers!
Classification:
b
Reason:
corny; an example of immature journalism
L) Cafeteria worker Jane Smith, we are told·, rarely washes her hands.

Classification:
Reason:
2) Our principal, John Jones, is incompetent.
Classification:
Reason:
3) Student Body President Mary Carlson was wrong when she voted to discontinue the "Homecoming
Queen" contest.
Classification:
Reason:
!) Carlos Hanks' graduation speech was delayed, as he got nervous and threw up.
_
Classification:
Reason:
5)
Ie senior Henry Franks stood there with a bloody nose, the school nurse ignored him and continued
her coffee break.
Classification:
Reason:
6) Harry Thomas' acting in the school play was very poor.
Classification:
Reason:
7) Accordi.ng to records on file at City Hall, a car dealer Will King was once convicted of false advertisting.
Classification:
Reason:
8) The latest Rock Rogers movie, Under Blue Skies, proves he's a lousy actor.
Classification:
Reason:
9) Governor Hendricks' veto of the recent Aid-To-Education Bill marks him as a mean, old penny pincher
who hates kids.
Classification:
Reason:
0) Our rooms are cleaned only once a week, a result of the policy of our lazy head custodian, John Jones.
Classification:
Reason:
1) Looking a little typsy, student Ken Griffith was sent to the vice principal yesterday.
Classification:
Reason:
2) The mayor's trip to Italy at taxpayers' expense strikes us as an unnecessary and illegal use of our public
funds.
Classification:
Reason:
3) A survey of 50 seniors reveals that Deana Jenkins is considered the best teacher in the school and Wlarvin.
Barnhall is considered the worst.
.
Classification:
Reason:
4) Having fallen from a second story window, sophomore Maria Hart was covered with blood and screaming
hysterically as she was carried to a waiting ambulance .
.-_ Classification:
Reason:

J. Weston Walch, Publisher

Box
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Day 80

Topic:

Libel

Dbjective: Students will continue to discuss libel and will
support their decisions on statements.
Materials needed: handouts
Outline of activities:
1. Give spelling quiz/exchange to grade.

2. Discuss handout -Libel 2.

Encourage debate.

Assignment:
None.
Evaluation:
Participation in discussion/debate will be noted.

This

discussion will illustrate students' understanding of libel.

94

Day 81
Topic:

Libel/~onfactual

Content

Objective: Students will continue to discuss libel and will
explore fact versus opinion.
Materials needed: text, handouts
Outline of activities:
1. Continue to discuss/debate libel-part2.

2. Discuss the remaining pages of the chapter.

3. Do Act. 3 part 1 as a class.
Assignment:
i.Tone.
Evaluation:
The discussion/debate will demonstrate their understanding
of libel.

-

The exercise will help students distinquish between

facts and opinion.
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Day 82
Topic: Power and responsjbility
Objective: Students will examine slanted news and propaganda.
They also will begin project work.
Materials needed: text, handouts
Outline of materials:
1. Discussion of the final pages of the chapter will continue.
2. I'll explain the activities of the next few days.

3. Students can meet with their groups and begin making plans
for their presentation.
Assignment:
The students will spend the next 3 days
project.

The class will be divided into 3

workin~

group~

will take a case-Tinker, Fraser, Hazelwood.

on a research

and each group

The students will be

responsible for teaching the class about their cases.

They may

lecture, act out the case, show visuals, provide handouts, etc.
I'll get the materials for them.

Each student needs to

a 3 page news story about the case.

submit

This story will be written

from printed sources-they may interview a

journalis~

instructor

from another school or a principal or student) if they wish.

Their

presentation will provide information for test questions.
Evaluation:
This project will give students the opportunity to work as a
team., I will grade their presentation and their written work (story).
T'll monitor the gDQUP work and observe the students' participation.
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Day 83
Topic: Project work
Objective:

students will work on their projects.

Materials needed: books, articles, files on cases
Outline of activities:
1. Students will use the class time to plan and to review

files I have concerning the cases.
Assignment:
Continue work on project and stories.
Evaluation:
T

will monitor and observe group work.

t~e
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Day 84
Topic: Project work
Objective: Students will work on their projects in the: library.
Materials needed: library
Outline

of activities:

1. Students will use the class time to plan and to work on their

projects.

They will go to the library for research today.

Assignment:
.
Continue to work on project and stories.
Evaluation:
I will monitor and observe group work.
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Day 85
Topic: Project work
nbjective:

Students will work on their projects in the library

or the classroom.
~aterials

needed:

library and files in classroom

Outline of activities:
1. Students will use the class time to plan and to work on their

projects.

They may work jn the library and/or the classroom

today.
Assignment:
Group 1 should be prepared to present their material on
Monday.
Evaluation:
I will monitor and observe group work.
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Day 86
Topic:
__

Project Day-Group 1

Objective: Students will teach the class about the Tinker Case.
Materials needed: Whatever the students need
Outline of activities:
1. Group will have entire class time;if needed, to teach and

portray the Tinker case.
2. Remaining time will be spent answering questions from the
class and clarifying pOints which may require additional comment.
Assignment:
None.
Bvaluation:
The project will give students the opportunity to work
together and research a topic.

A presentation grade and a

written work grade will be recorded.
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Day 87
Topic: Project Day-Group 2
~

Objective: Students will teach the class about the Fraser case.
Materials needed:

whatever the students need

Outline of activities:
1. Group will have entire class time, if needed, to teach and
portray the Fraser case.
2. Remaining time will be spent answering questions from the
class and clarifying points which may require additional comment.
Assignment:
None.
Evaluation:
The project will give students the opportunity to work
together and research a topic.
work grade will be recorded.

A presentation grade and a written
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Day 8b
Topic: Project Day-Group.,
-- Objective:
~aterials

Students will teach the class about the Hazelwood Case.
needed: whatever the students need

Cutline of activities:
1. Group will have entire class time, if needed, to teach and
portray the Hazelwood case.
2. Remaining time will be spent answering questions

fro~

the class

and clarifying points which may require additional comment.
Assignment:
Prepare questions for the review session.
Evaluation:
Again, the project will give students the opportunity to
work

to~ether

and research a topic.

A presentation grade and a

grade for their written work will be recorded.

IV~

Day 89
Topic: Review Day
Objective: Students will review for the unit test.
Materials needed: text
Outline of

activiti~s:

1. The period will be devoted to reviewing for the test.
2. J'll elaborate on points fro~ the chapter or projects,:if
needed.

3. I'll return project grades to the students.
Assignment:
Study for the unit test.
Evaluation:
Participation in the review session will be noted.
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Day 90

-

Topic: Test Day
Objective: Students will demonstrate their understanding of
concepts discussed in the unit.
Materials needed: tests
Cutline of activities:
1. Students will have the entire class period to complete the test.

Assignment:
None.
Evaluation:
A test score will be recorded.

This will show me if students

understand concepts discussed in the law unit.

--

-

Test- ¥ower and ResponslDliltyName:

-

1.

~aw

--------------------------------

Define libel and differentiate it from slander.

2. Define Hretractiori and explain how this affects a possible libel
action.

3. Explain what "damages" are and how they relate to libel cases.

-

¢. Define the following:

censorship-

half-truth-

shield law-

copyright-

slanted news-

propaganda-

-

5. What are the 3 basic defenses

a~ainst

a libel suit-3xplain.

-

6. What are qualifying words?

Give an example.

7. What is fair comment?

8.

What is a public figure and how does this concept relate

to libel'?

9.

What are examples of nonfactual material that appear in print?

10.

11.

What is the "substantial disruption" standard?

Tell me about the 3 cases presented in class.

Briefly state

what each case involved and how it has affected journalism today.

-

- - - - - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----_.
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LEGAL ANALYSIS

Courts,uphold,
expand Tinker standard
- ...
~.:

,"

... 1969 when the Supreme Court issued its decision in
Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School
Disrn'ct I schools around the country were in an accelerating state of unrest. The growing disillusionment with
United States involvement in Vietnam had found a forum
for angry debate on high school and co liege campuses. In a
matter of months this debate would reach the flashpoint at
Kent State University leaving four students dead. .

So when a group of Des Moines. Iowa. high school
students wore protest armbands to school in violation of

.

...

~.

'.

.. .

.

regulations. the Supreme Court took what some thought
was an unwise and unnecessary step by upholding their
action. In 1969 for the first time. the nation's high court
held that students as well as adults were protected bv the
First Amendment. No longer were public school authorities to be given unquestioned control over their students
when the fundamental constitutional right of free speech
was at issue.
.
As big a step as this was. the Court in Tinker also
recognized the "special circumstances of the school environment" and the duty and interest of school officials to
protect the public school system.' The key was to be in
balancing the interests of the school officials with those of
the students and teachers.
Thus was developed the Tinker "substantial disruption" standard. In the words of the Court, speech that
"materially disrupts classwork or involves substantial
continlled on p.36
.
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,isorder or invasion of the rights of others is ... not immunized by the constitutional guarantee of freedom of
speech."2
~ Since that decision in 1969 the burden has been on the
• J.;hools to reasonably forecast a substantial disruption or
material interference with school activities before a court
would uphold their acts of censor~hip. Substantia~ disruption must have seemed an ever-present threat In those
restless years after 1969. But even today ~s students have
mellowed their way into the 1980s. hIgh schools and
colleges are claiming they have met the standard and are
justified in suppressing student speech.
The courts since Tinker have agreed that a school need
not show that an actual disruption has occurred. Neither
does the Tinker standard require complete certainty on
the part of school officials that C\ disruption will ~ccur..AII
that is needed is a reasonable forecast that the dIsruptIOn
is imminent. The difficulty arises in the schools' attempts
to justify their reasonable forecasts. Their action can~ot be
based on "undifferentiated fear" or "a mere desIre to
avoid the discomfort and unpleasantness that always
accompanies an unpopular viewpoint.~·3 ~n a~~inistra
tor's "intuition" will not suffice. 4 nor will hIS opinIon that
. ~-.
a disruption "could" or "might" r.esult. s :. Although the Tinker standard IS applIed to the indIvIdual facts of each case. it is helpful to note some examples
of where the courts said the standard was met and where
they said it was not.
'.
:. '" '-.;
In one Arizona high school students planned a walk-out
in support of a teacher whose contract had not been
.-newed. An awards assembly had already been cancelled
:ause of a threatened confrontation among students
over an earlier walkout plan. When television cameras
arrived and students began walking out of their classes.
some attempting to set off fire alarms. one student was
stopped from distributing signs in the teacher's support. In
the student's suit for denial of his free speech rights, the
court agreed that the school officials had reasonably
forecast a material disruption of the schoo1. 6
In New York a high school newspaper sought to print
both a letter to the editor signed as from the school's
lacrosse team criticizing the paper's sports coverage and
an editorial response referring to the letter-writers as "hot
headed, egotistical. 'Pissed Off jocks." Although the paper
was to be distributed on the last day of school, the court
agreed that the school officials had met the Tinker
standard. Substantial disruption is not required to continue for any particular length of time. the court held. The
final day of the school year was enough.7
On the other hand, the use of "strong" language will
not usually satisfy Tinker. In a case involving a student
newspaper that contained the headline "Motherfucker
Acquitted," the SupremeCour: said that no disruption in
the University's functions occurred in connection with the.
distribution of the paper.B Pro1imity in a student newspaper is "not the type of occurrence apt to be significantly
disruptive of an orderly and disciplined educational process."9 Neither can school officials punish a student for
- -of-school distribution of material "simply because
- f reasonably foresee that in-school distribution will
result. "10 Distribution during school hours in and of itself
does not indicate substantial disruption.
What the cases applying the Tinker standard all seem to
indicate is that circumstances must be carefully evaluated
before the standard can be met. "[In Tinker] the Supreme
36 SPLC Report

Court has declared a constitutional right which school
authorities must nuture and protect, not extinguish, unless
they find the circumstances allow them no practical
alternative. As to the existence of such circumstances, the
schools are the judges, and if within the range where
reasonable minds may differ, their decision will govern.
But there must be some inquiry, and establishment of
substantial fact, to buttress the determination. "11
Perhaps the clearest example of how differing circumstances can affect the substantial disruption standard is
seen in two cases decided by a federal circuit court of
appeals three years before Tinker. Both cases involved
regulations at Mississippi schools prohibiting students
from .wearing "freedom buttons" that advocated equal
rights for blacks. In one school the buttons were peacfully
worn and only caused "mild curiosity" and some discussion all in a calm atmosphere. The court found that the
regulation at this school violated the students' First
Amendment rights. 12 But the similar regulation at another
school was held to be reasonable. There the buttons were
forced on students and thrown through windows, a situation the court saw as a substantial disruption of the school
environment. 13 It was from these two cases that the
Supreme Court adopted the Tinker standard.
... _
One circumstance that will be considered by a court in
examining a school's censorship actions is the presence of
written guidelines. "Absent such guidelines. suppression of
.publication by school officials must. of course, be scrutinized more carefully than if the .issue were presented to
the court after guideline procedures had been pursued."'4
Guidelines are one indication to a court that the school
has attempted to make a reasonable determination.
It is important, however. that the guidelines define
substantial disruption"imd not just leave the words to the
subjective interpretation of school_ officials. The SPLC
model guidelines suggest the following: "disruption is
defined as student" rioting. unlawn.lI seizures of property,
destruction of property. widespread shouting or boisterous
conduct, or substantial student participation in a school
boycott. sit-in. ·st~md-in. walk-out O!" other related form of
activity. Mau:rial that stimulates )J.cated discussion or

debate does not constitute the type of disruption prohibited." I '.:
,
A q~estion exists as to how.much authority the school
has. to punish or prevent speech when the disruption
occurs as' a result of events prior or subsequent to the
speech in question. Several courts have dealt with this in
regards to teachers' speech. to which the Tinker standard
also applies. In one case a community was already
embroiled in controversy over derogatory remarks made
by a college president concerning his faculty. \Vhen one
faculty member created a disruption by walking out of an
academic senate meeting where the remarks were discussed, the court suggested that even if the disruption
were severe enough to be considered material and substantial. the fact that the facultv member did not int.:nd to
disrupt the meeting by his action could prohibit the school
from refusing to reappoint himY
In another case a teacher expressed his personal belief
in communism in the classroom. It caused littk concern
until the media publicized the matter. The court held that
the "subsequent public reaction is not the kind of disruption that can be balanced against a teacher's rig.ht to fn.'e
expression."'b
So how much difference does it make where the
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lal disruption comes from? In situations like those
.:itudents force buttons on students and throw them
~ windows. the disruption is clearly a result of the
's speech. But in student publication cases. any
• .J~tion will more likely be a result of reaction to the
,peech. not the speech itself. Is the student speech thus
protected? The courts disagree.
In a recent case involving student leaflets protesting
school smoking and attendance regulations, one federal
court in Indiana said that "in addition to the action of the
[students] themselves. consideration must also be given to
'.
all other circumstances confronting the school authorities
which might reasonably prompt a forecasl of disruption.
-"
Thus the fact that the evidence reveals that no serious or · 5
substantial disruption stemmed directly from plaintiffs'
distribution of the leaflets does not, of itself, invalidate the
[censorship] actions of the [school authorities]:' 17. • ~ _.:'In contrast, a federal court in Rhode Island has suggested that especially in these situations the school must
prove no practical alternative to suppression of speech. In
that case a male high school student wanted to bring
another male as· his date to the prom-. The principal. '
fearing a violent reaction because of one fight that had
already occurred over the matter. declined to approve the
student's date.' But the court said "even a legitimate
.
interest in school discipline does not outweigh a student's
"I think I see a disruption!"
right to peacefully express his views in an appropriate
time, place and manner. To rule otherwise would comcause significant emotional harm to some students. the
pletely subvert free speech in the schools by granting other
court determined that the substantial disruption standard
students a 'heckler's veto.' allowing them to decideth-~h prohibited and violent methods-what speech
had been met. "While the passing out 'of several questionnaires might not provoke a breach of the peace, a blow to
Je heard. The First Amendment does not tolerate
,b rule by unruly sch60l children."ls. - - - - '
the psyche may do more permanent damage than a blow
to the chin."20
The court noted that a disturbance at the prom would
No other court has been able to apply this holding to a
not interfere with the e~ucational ~u~c.tion of the school.
similar set of circumstances. Thus far it is the only case
although it would affect~he school environment. "In such
where a purely emotional or psychological disruption was
a context," the court t\eld. "the school does have an
obligation to take reasopable measures to pntect and
found to meet the Tinker standard. But in future cases, at
least where four experts can attest to it, censorship might
f?ster free spe:ch. not. ~- stan~ hel~les~ _~efore, unauthonzed student vIOlence.' I )_.
'.
-1':.
'
.J,be allowed even though no observable disruption ever
occurs.
.:_
Until \977 substantihl disruption was generally thought
of as some physical disl:\Hbance. However. in that year a
The general consensus today seems to be that high
federal court of appeals extended the Tinker standard to
schools and colleges are no longer the hotbed of controverdisturbances that do not go beyond a student's own mind.
sy they once were. But school officials suggest that such is
That court held that sGtool officials were justified in
not always the case. They say there' are still times when
prohibiting the distribution of a survey which asked' student speech must be controlled. Like it did first in
questions about high school students' sex li~ls. The
1969, the Tinker standard is providing the balance besurvey included inquiries about masturbation. ''homosextween ~he schools' interests in creating a proper educationuality and other sexual experi~nces. After four psycholoal envIronment and the students' First Amendment right
to express their views.
•
gists and psychiatrists said that taking the survey could
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The Changing Shape of Students' Rights
n 1969, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled
in the case of Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School
District1 that students in public schools retain their constitutional right to freedom of expression. The Court J
went on to say that school authorities could restrict such
expression only when it would "substantially interfere
with the work of the school or impinge upon the rights of
other students.". In subsequent years, this decision was
applied by lower courts as the Supreme Court's basic
statement in the area of student rights. Three recent
Supreme Court decisions seem to restrict the applications
of Tinker and to change the relationship between students
and school personnel. The purpose of this Memorandum
is to analyze those decisions, describe the current status
..Ai. the law, and summarize the implications for those
:olved with the public scho<)ls.
In the most recent case, Hazelwood School District v.
Kuhlmeier,2 the Supreme Court held that school authorities may exercise "editorial control over the style and
content of student speech in school-sponsored expressive
acth,;ties so long as their actions are reasonably related to
legitimate pedagOgical concerns.": The decision has been
supported and applauded by those who place emphasis
on the need to maintain discipline and order in the
schools_ It has been sharply criticized by those who
place relatively greater emphasis on the protection of
civil liberties and constitutional rights. Because of the
nature of the subject, the debate has gone beyond the
ranks of those directly involved in the operation of the
public schools to spill onto the editorial pages of the
nation's newspapers and magazines. Here, too, it has
produced sharply divided opinion.
One purpose of this Memorandum is to analyze the
Kuhlmeier decision and the implications it has for the
operation of public schools. The specific implications
will, of course, center on student expression or, as the
court phrased it, "student speech in school-sponsored
expressive acti ..;ties...."
However, this Memorandum will go beyond those
~plications to link. this case to two earlier ones in which

I

the Supreme Court has balanced the rights of students
against what it considers to be the "countervailing interest of society" in maintaining order in its public schools.
This linkage is suggested by Justice Byron White. in the
majority opinion in Kuhlmeier, when he refers to New Jersey v. T.L.O.3 and Bethel School District #402 v. Fraser as
providing the "context within which respondents' First
Amendment claims must be considered."
The New York Times recognized the importance of this
linkage when it noted, 'The case ,"':as the Court's third
decision in the past two years limiting students' constitutional rights in public schools."s

What is certain is that the Supreme Court
has, in its three recent decisions denling
with student rights, fixed neLl) boundaries
within which those rights are to be
considered.
Those who support the schools' right to control the
expressive speech of students in school-sponsored activities may find it difficult to understand why the
Kuhlmeier decision has evoked such controversy. The
Spectrum, the newspaper that \\'as "censored," was pub. lished under school sponsorship by an advanced journalism class as a part of the curriculum and as a classroom
activity. Students receh-ed credit for the class, and the
joUrnalism teacher super.;sed the class and the publication as a part of his teaching INd. It would not seem
unreasonable, under these circumstances, to expect that
the school would exercise considerable control of the
activity. However, the fact that the dispute involved the
constitutionally protected right Clf free sreech guaranteed
that the decision would generate ge.lt cClntroversy_
The response to the decision has followed generally
expected lines. Those directly cClncemed with the operation of schools have CXfressed 5..ltistaction. The superintendent of the school district in which the case originated
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to journalism." The editor of the Bloomington (Indiana)
Herald Telephone, while recognizing that the decision "has
merit," expressed uneasiness over the posslbiIlty .that
"the decision will result in less creative, less bold, less
thoughtful journalism in our high schools."
The Christian Science Monitor, in an editorial on January 15, acknowledged the authority of school boards
and school officials but expressed the view that there
should have been local review procedures that would
have prevented the case from ever going to court. The
editorial went on to say that the subjects suppressed in
the Hazelwood Case-pregnancy and divorce--are family issues that are important to high school students.

:

- Iffirms our position that the board of education has
authority to establish curricula. The authority of boards
of education would have been threatened if this case had
been lost.

The president of the National School Boards Association said:
The ruling says to districts that you're no longer between
the rock and the hard place, that you, as any other publisher, have the right to decide what will and will not be.
published.

The current journalism teacher at Hazelwood East,
where the Spectrum is published, e.xpressed no concern
about the decision. She commented, ul'm glad there's
somebody I could tum to if I have a question.
Others have viewed the decision with alarm and
apprehension. Paul McMasters, chairman of the Freedom
of Information Committee of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of Professional Journalists, stated, "This decision cuts
the First Amendment legs off the student press."
Mark Goodman of the Student Press Law Center, a
Washington-based group that helped finance the case,
commented:
.

... the fact that the dispute involved the
constitutionally protected right of free
speech guaranteed that the decision would
generate great contTo'C'ersy.

H

It will take time and subsequent court d~cisions to
determine the impact of the Kuhlmeitr decision. Since
there is no evidence to suggest that the status of student
newspapers is a major issue in most high schools across
the country, it may be that the initial reactions are more
spirited than is justified. What is certain is that the
Supreme Court has, in its three recent decisions dealing
with student rights, fixed new boundaries \'t.;thin which
those rights are to be considered. The remainder of this
Memorandum will be given over to a summary and analysis of those cases and the implications they haye for those
who administer and teach in public schools.

The fact is you can't teach studE!nts quality journalism
~ -',out allowing them press fret.'Cloms ...• I'd e.xpect that
........ ny more students will be subtly intimidated to no
longer cover topics like pregnancy, divorce, AIDS, or others of vital importance to them.

The decision has also moved onto the pages of the
nation's newspapers. Here, too, opinion is divided. The
Miami Herald, in an editorial headed, "High Court
Flunks," offered the following:

NEW JERSEY v.

How sad that the Supreme Court used an ax, not a scalpel,
in dissecting the issue of adult censorship of school newspapers. Often the Court carves precisely into the gristle of individual cases. This time it chose 5-3 to lop off chunks of rights
that many assumed were constitutional

T

T.L.O (1985)6

he facts in New Jersey v. T.L.O. describe a situation
that could occur in almost any high school on any
day. A teacher in a New Jersey high school discovered
two students smoking in a lavatory in violation of a
school rule. She took them to the principal's office where
they met with the assistant vice-principal. One, a 14year-old freshman girl, denied that she had been smoking and stated that she did not smoke at all. The assistant vice-principal then asked to see her purse. On opening it, and looking in, he saw a package cf cigarettes and
rolling papers of the kind associated \\;th the use of marijuana. Emptying the purse, he then found plastic bags
containing what proved to be marijuana, a pipe, a fairly
substantial amount of money, and two lette.""S, the contents of which connected T.LO. with marijuana dealing.

On the other side, columnist James Kilpatrick, in his
January 20 column, noted:
With its decision last week in the case of a high school newspaper in Missouri, the U.s. Supreme Court restored a degree
of sanity to an area of the law that had been threatened by
lower court lunacy. It was a we!come decision. He.a,,·en
knows it has been a long time coming.

Views expressed by those troubled by the Court's
decision spring from a number of different rationales.
One of the original student editors, now a college senior,
e.~ the view that "this decision will tum kids off

2
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on "probable cause," but simply "on the reasonableness, under all the circumstances, of the sc:rr~h."

The principal then called both the mother and the
Under police questioning, the girl confessed .that
had been selling marijuana in school. On the basIs of
the evidence taken from the purse and the confession, the
state brought delinquency charges against the girl. She
contended that the search was illegal and that the confession could not be used because it was "tainted" by the
illegal search. The juvenile court denied this contention
on the grounds that there "was reasonable cause to
believe that the search is necessary to maintain school
discipline or enforce school policies." The girl was. f~:)Und
to be delinquent and sentenced to a year on probation.
After several appeals, the state supreme court agreed
with the lower courts that school officials did not need a
warrant and that the scho(\l officials must simply have
"reasonable grounds to believe that a student possesses
evidence of illegal activity or activity that would interfere
with school discipline and order." However, it held that
the specific search involved had been illegal, reasoning
that the contents of the purse had no bearing on the
charges against T.L.D. There was no school rule against
having cigarettes in one's possession; the rule was
against smoking in school. The court found that the
principal had no information to lead him to suspect that
the cigarettes were in the purse, and that there was,
therefore, no· reasonable basis on which to order the
. - reh. Finally, the court held that finding the cigarettes
~.J not justify "rummaging" further through the purse
to find other evidence. The school district appealed.
The Supreme Court of the United States ori~inally
granted certiorari to decide whether t~e exc1us~onaIJ'
rule should operate against the use of eVidence selZed m
an illegal search. However, on hearing the case, ~e
Court decided to review the circumstances surroundmg
the original search. After a rehearing, the Court d~ded
that, although constitutional protections were apphcable,
the original search had been legal. The Court reasoned:

~ice.

Within this legal framework, the Court found that
there were two separa te searches with the first, the
search for cigarettes, providing the basis for the second,
the search for marijuana. It found further that the search
for cigarettes was reasonable on the ground that discovering cigarettes "would both corroborate the report that
she had been smoking and undermine the credibility of
her defense to the charge of smoking." The fact that her
purse "was the obvious place to find them (cigarettes]"
gave the assistant principal the reasonable suspicion
needed to justify the search. Finally, the Court held that
the discovery of "rolling papers" during the first search
"gave rise to a reasonable suspicion that T.LO. was carrying marijuana in her purse." This justified the further
search in which items implicating T.L.O. in drug dealing
were found. Having found both searches reasonable, the
United States Supreme Court reversed the decision of the
New Jersey Supreme Court.
It should be noted, in analyzing this case, that the U.s.
Supreme Court did not, in any way, abrogate student
constitutional rights. It found, in fact, that students enjoy
the protection of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. What the Court did say was
that this protection must be balanced against the duty of
administrators and teachers to maintain order in the
schools. The Court established "reasonable suspicion" as
the standard that school officials must meet in search and
seizure cases. nus is undoubtedly a less strin~nt standard than the more familiar "proNble cause." However,
it is still a standard that must be met. The search must be
reasonable, given its objecti ....es, and must go no further
than those objectives require.

BETHEL ScHOOL DISTRICT #403 V.
FRASER

1. The Fourth Amendment prevents unreasonable
searches and seizures by state officers, and school officials, in carrying out searches and other disciplinary
functions, act as representatives of the state.

T

(19S6)7

his case involved a student in a high school outside
Tacoma, Washington. The student, Matthew Fraser,
delivered a speech nominating another student for elective office. The nOminating speech was given at a voluntary assembly held during school hours as part of a
school-sponsored program in self-government. There
were approximately 600 students in attendance, many of
whom were 14 years old. During the s~h, Fraser
referred to his candidate "in terms of an elaborate,
graphic, and explicit sexual metarhor."
Fraser had discussed the speeG'1 \.';th se'-eral teachers
prior to delivering it and at least two had ad,;sed him

2. Students have a legitimate right to privacy which
must be balanced against the school's equally legitimate need to "maintain an environment in which
learning can take place."
3. School officials are not required to obtain a warrant
before searching a student under their authority.
4. In the school setting the proper standard for justifying
a search must be different from that in other settings.
- The legality of a student search should be based, not
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4. Parents and school authorities have an obvious interest in protecting children, especially in a captive audience, from "sexually explicit, indecent, or lewd
speech."

against giving it. There was also testimony that the
assembly had "hooted and yelled" during the speech,
1"'"3 that "some mimicked the sexual activities alluded to in
l ;.-!he speech," and that others appeared to be "bewildered
':1d embarrassed."

5. It is necessary for school officials to be able to impose
sanctions for a wide range of unanticipated acti,,;ties
that might interrupt the school program. It is, therefore, not necessary for school disciplinary codes to be
as detailed as the criminal code.

The day foIlo\\;ng the presentation, and after receiving teacher complaints about it, the principal notified
Fraser that he had violated the school's "disruptive conduct rule." Fraser was provided copies of the reports
describing his conduct and given the opportunity to
respond. After admitting having used "sexual innuendo" in the speech, he was suspended for three days and
his name was removed from the list of candidates for
graduation speaker. The penalties were upheld in the
school district's grievance procedure; however, he was
allowed to return to school after two days.

6. A high school assembly or classroom is not the place
for a "sexuallyexplicit monologue directed toward an
unsuspecting audience of teenage students." The
school can, when this happens, disassociate itself from
sucha~h.

7. The school rules necessary to support punishment
"need not be as detailed as the criminal code." Neither does a penalty of two days' suspension constitute
the serious kind of sanction that might bring into play
"the full panoply of procedural due process protections applicable to a criminal prosecution."

Through his father, Fraser brought suit in Federal District Court. That court held that the school's actions had
violated Fraser's First Amendment rights, that the disruptive conduct rule was "unconstitutionally vague and
overbroad," and that the rerr.oval of his name from the
list of graduation speakers violated Fraser's Fourteenth
Amendment rights. The court voided the punishments
and awarded Fraser $270 as damages and $12,750 in
costs and attorney's fees. The U. S. Court of Appeals of
the Ninth Circuit, by a vote of 2-1, affirmed the decision
of the lower court.

8. The decision as to what manner of speech is inappropriate in the classroom or school assembly "properly
rests with the school board."
The implications of this case are many. The Supreme
Court clearly recognized that schools have the authority
and the responsibility to prevent and/or punish the use
of ~'lewd"- and/or ·obscene" speech. The decision also reinforces the need to have dearly stated rules and tohave these rules communicated to students. The decision makes a clear distinction between speeCh that has a
political purpose (a Ia Tinker) and speech that is nonpolitical in nature. ;.,The two most important parts of the decision are the clear recognition that the constitutional
rights of students in school are not the same as those
enjoyed by adults and the indication that the school
board is the proper authority (or deciding what speech is
'1ewd" and! or "'obscene."
As in the TLO. case, the Court did not a1ter its basic
position that students have constitutional rights that
must be respected in the schools. But, as in the search
and seizure case, the Court again indicated that these
rights must be balanced against the duty of public school
officials to maintain an environment free of inappropriate speech and behavior. The approach of the court in
the Bender and T.L.O. cases set the stage for a still broader
review of the issue of the scope of student constitutional
rights, and the Hizzelwood case became the vehicle for that
consideration.

-

The Supreme Court of the United States granted certiorari and after hearing argument, it reversed the court
of appeals. In SO doing, it reasoned as follows:
1. While the fundamental values of "habits and manners
of civility" require "tolerance of divergent political
and religious views," this interest must be balanced
against "society's countervailing interest" in helping
students to develop socially appropriate behavior.
The Court noted that both houses of Congress have
rules "prolubiting the use of expressions offensive to
other participants in the debate.'"

2. The First Amendment guarantees wide freedom in
adult public discussion and would protect an adult
using offensive language to make a point in a political
speech- However, it does not follow that "the same
latitude must be perrni tted to children in a public
school."
3. It is an appropriate function of the public schools "to
prohibit the use of vulgar and offensive tenns in public discourse."
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